GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL CAPITAL TERRITORY OF DELHI
AUTO RICKSHAW & TAXI UNIT : TRANSPORT DEPARTMENT
BURARI, DELHI – 110 084

No.F.DC(ARU)/Tpt/2013-14/ Dated –

PUBLIC NOTICE

Registration of Private Motor Vehicles under School Cab Scheme

It has been observed that many private vehicles are operating unauthorizedly as School Cabs for transporting of school children. These vehicles are thus not following the norms specified for School Cabs by the Government for safety of children – such as fitment of Speed Governor, GPS, Fire extinguisher, First aid box etc.

In order to regulate and facilitate the private vehicles engaged in transportation of school children, Government of NCT of Delhi has decided to allow these vehicles for registration as Transport Vehicles and grant Contract Carriage Permits subject to the provisions of the scheme, which can be downloaded from the website of the Transport Department at http://www.transport.delhigovt.nic.in. The owners of such vehicles are advised to take benefit of the scheme and apply for the same at Auto Rickshaw Branch of Transport Department at Burari.

The Principals of various schools in Delhi are requested to advise the parents that only vehicles registered as 'School Cabs' are hired for transportation of their wards in the interest of their safety.

(Raj Kumar)
Addl. Commr. (ARU)